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ABSTRACT

The program described in this final report had as its goal the investigation
of the transverse focal region field distributions of a Cassegrain reflector antenna,
evolving applicable microwave feed networks, and analysis of antenna system perform-
ance behavior as a function of the various feed electrical and physical parameters.
This program has built upon previous experimental and theoretical work conducted
15 January 1963 through 30 September 1965 on Contract No. AF19(628)-2759, Proj.
No. 4600, Task No. 460007, and reported in final report "Transverse Antenna Feed
Study" (AFCRL-66-79) by P. C. Loux, L. I. Smilen, and R.W. Martin. During the
course of this contract, a scientific report entitled "Microwave All-Pass Networks for
Antenna Feed Systems" (AFCRL-67-0235), dated 15 January 1967, was prepared and
covers the initial investigations of applicable feeds for a transverse focal plane feed
system.

This report summarizes the work performed since the inception of the
Transverse Antenna Feed Study program with emphasis on the work conducted on
Contract AF19(628)-5734, over the period 15 December 1965 through 30 April 1968.
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FOREWORD

This final report on a Transverse Antenna Feed Study has been prepared
by the Sperry Gyroscope Division of Sperry Rand Corporation, Great Neck, New York.
The Study was performed for the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories under
Contract No. AF19(628)-5743, Project No. 4600, Task No. 460010. This document
is referenced by Sperry as Report No. SGD-4261-.0150.
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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The value of a microwave reflector antenna lies in its simplicity, low cost,
and relatively high efficiency as compared to, say, arrays. However, the versatility
of the reflector antenna is dependent upon the degree of control which can be initiated
by its focally located feed system. To achieve even higher efficient aperture illumina-
tion functions, low spillover and noise temperature and flexibilities (multiple beams,
shaped beams, and beam scanning), a thorough knowledge of the focal field behavior and
methods to utilize this basic phenomena to maximum advantage is necessary. To this
end, the Transverse Antenna Feed Study was initiated in January 1963 under AFCRL
contract No. AF19(628)-2759.

An empirical evaluation program was conducted utilizing a Cassegrain model
antenna (figure 1-1) and a feed array consisting of 55 elements located in a plane trans-
verse to the antenna system axis and containing the optical Cassegrain focal point. The
feed system designed for this model had complete and independent control of both the
phase and amplitude of excitation of each individual element of the feed array. The
feed system was used as a probe to establish the transverse focal plane field distribu-
tions and as an active feed system.

A Cassegrain antenna was employed because its equivalently long focal
length magnifies the Airy disk diameter. This facilitated both probing the focal field
as well as simulating or reconstructing the focal distributions with a feed array whose
individual elements are a major fraction of a wavelength in size.

With the above model, several important relationships were verified.
First, if the feed simulates the same amplitude and conjugate phase established from
probe measurements conducted with the antenna illuminated with a planar incident wave,
a near uniform aperture distribution results. The far-field amplitude patterns are
scaled replicas of the focal field distributions. That is, the two distributions are simi-
lar when the Fraunhofer pattern angular scale is adjusted and superimposed on the focal
plane linear dimension scale.

A second important factor verified by the model measurements was that
aberration causing factors, such as beam scanning in a reflector and reflector distor-
tions, could be corrected effectively by the conjugate field matching technique employed
above. Special experiments conducted with the model indicated dramatically that even
with the relatively coarse sampling provided by the 55-element feed, such effects as
beam squint and beam distortion associated with reflector distortions, and coma lobes
resulting from scanned beams could effectively be eliminated or controlled by employing
this concept.
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Figure 1-1. Model Cassegrain Antenna With
Transverse Focal Feed Array
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During the course of the initial contract period (15 January 1963 through
30 September 1965), studies were also initiated to establish the nature and latitudes of
feed networks which could conceivably establish the focal plane field distributions neces-
sary. This work was concluded in the second contract work period. The total network
investigation is summarized in this report for continuity.

The work accomplished during the initial contract period is reported in
Final Report AFCRL-65-79. In addition to the empirical investigations and networks
analysis work discussed above, the referenced report also considers a scalar diffraction
solution to ascertain and corroborate the measured focal plane field distribution. It also
considers the geometrical optics factors associated with a Cassegrain antenna system.
It should be noted that, in regard to this later factor, the effectiveness of a transverse
antenna feed array is inherently limited in scanned beam applications by the geometrical
optics or caustic behavior of the dual reflector system.

In concluding the network analysis on this present contract, both passive-
fixed and variable types were investigated for vai aus - adc s of operation such as beam
focusing and beam scanning. The analysis considers the mathematical and physical
form of the networks, the methods of network synthesis utilizing common basic lower
order port networks, and applicable component forms and design criteria. (See Sec-
tion II.)

In terms of the practical aspects of a transverse feed array design, the pro-
gram was rounded out with tradeoff investigations of the physical parameters of the feed
versus the relevant performance characteristics of a composite antenna system. '>ch
parameters as array feed and element size, focal length to diameter ratio,
phase error effects, etc., were varied to determine efficiency, spillover, sidelos.
levels, and the points of diminishing performance-to-complexity. This analysis is
found in Section III.
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SECTION II

ANTENNA FEED SYSTEMS

A. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The manner in which an antenna is energized is an important factor in
determining the efficiency and versatility of the entire antenna system. This study has
developed a comprehensive theory of distributed feed systems for reflector antennas.
The types which are considered consist of lossless, multipart networks used in conjunc-
tion with an array of small radiators distributed transversely in the focal regions of the
antennas. The material discussed falls into two categories.

The first deals with the analysis and synthesis of reciprocal, lossless, all-
pass, 2n-port networks. These networks have been developed so that they can be con-
structed using directional couplers and phase shifters. A useful extension of the theory
has lead to the synthesis of feed networks which contain switched elements (i. e., semi-
conductor diodes) so that variable directional couplers become a key building block in
the system.

The second area of investigation is concerned with the specific application of
these networks to approximate families of prescribed electric field distributions, in the
focal regions of reflector antennas. The various sets of electric field functions are as-
sociated with the different beam functions which are to be synthesized.

The feed networks provide a means for realizing various antenna beam func-
tions for a given reflector system. These include beam steering, beam focusing, over-
lapping multi-lobe beams, and distortion-compensated beams. (The distortions may
arise due to deformities in the reflector's surface.) For each antenna function, a family
of beams is required. A signal applied to any port of the feed network produces a dif-
ferent set of complex voltages which is applied to the feed array; the array illuminates
the (sub) reflector.

The networks of interest here must be capable of producing output voltages
that differ in amplitude and phase. These networks have a specific character that is
usually not encountered when dealing with the synthesis of circuits for frequency filtering
applications or power distribution to various electrical loads. Their character relates
to the spatial distribution of the output signals. The output voltages are used to approxi-
mate different two-dimensional electrical field patterns.

The following discussion introduces the network formalism which has been
employed and reviews some of the pertinent theory of lossless networks. With this
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background, the characterization of the feed network as a special form of a biconjugate
2n-port is developed.

A general m+n-port network is shown in figure 2-lA. The rn-ports on the
left are designated as the inputs and the n-ports on the right as the outputs. A formalism
employing the scattering matrix provides the most convenient means for analyzing these
networks. The m+n-port of figure 2-lA is described by a square m+n matrix defined by

b = Sa (1)

Where b and a are the column vectors* representing the reflected and incident port
voltages, respectively. These are related to the column vectors of the port voltages
and currents, v and i, respectively, normalized to unity by

bN= I~~
(2)

aN= +1]

*A column vector x sdfnda x~,which is an ordered sequence of n quantities.

An element, skj, of the scattering matrix has the following physical significance. If a
2-volt generator with an internal resistance of 1 ohm is used to excite port j and all
other ports are terminated in 1 ohm (figure 2-iB), the power delivered to port k is

pk =bk 2 =Iskj w atts

As an example of the type of network to be analyzed, consider the following
four-port network which has two input ports and two output ports. (Refer to figure 2-2.)

by si s2 s3 si ai
b2 s 21 s22 s23 s24 a2(3

b3 s31 s32 s33 534 a3

_b s4 s42 543 s 4 4  a

Ports 1 and 2 are input ports.
Ports 3 and 4 are output ports.
bk is the reflected wave at the kth port.
ak is the incident wave at the kth port.
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bk = -(vk -zoik)

ak =(Vk +Zoik)
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Figure 2-1. Scattering Matrix Relationships
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0

b2

O 03

b4

PORTS AND ARE INPUT PORTS

PORTS AND ARE OUTPUT PORTS

Figure 2-2. Lossless, Reciprocal Four Port

Equation (3) is equivalent to:

The first requirement is

by = s~ 1 +s 1 2 a2 + s13 3+ syl4 4

b2 = s21a1 + s2 2 a2 + s23 a3+ s2 4 ag

b 3 = s31 1i + s3 2 a2 +-s3 3 a3+5s344a

b4 =~ 1g a+ s4 2 a2 + s4 3 a3+ s4 4 a

that the device is matched at all ports such that:

by

11a
a2 =ag= 0

and likewise

s22 = 3 3 =5s44 = 0.
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The kth column of the matrix represents the normalized output voltages when ak is
applied to the kth port. For example, when al, is applied to port 1, the outgoing waves
are:b = s21 1 a 2 = 3 a

b3 = 31 aii a a

bg = s1 a2 = a3 = a4 = 0

a2 = a3 = a4 = 0

The second requirement can be stated as follows: any signal applied at an input port
appears only at the output ports and conversely. Therefore:

s12= s21= s34= s43

Third, the device must be reciprocal:

s31 = s13, s41 =1s

s32 = s23, s42 = 24

The resulting matrix takes the form:

o 0 31 s4

S = 0 32 s42

s31 s32 0 0

s41 s42 0 0

The lossless, reciprocal condition of the matrix requires that the following unitary re-
lationship be satisfied:

F10 0 0
S =0 10 0

where S denotes the complex conjugate of S. Therefore:

2 2

s31 51 + s1y41 = s31 + s41 =-1 (4)
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s32 s32 + 42 s42 = 32 + 42 =1

s +s s4W = 0

s41 31 42 32 0

(5)

(6)

(7)

The unity condition expressed by equations (4) and (5) and the orthogonality of the column
vectors described by equations (6) and (7) imposes the constraint that the sets of output
voltages (s31, s4 ) and (s32, s42) must be orthonormal.

The desired 2n-port matrix (n input ports and n output ports) can be general-
ized to the form:

n+,1 sn+2, 1 -- s2n, 1

sn+1, 2 sn+2,2 -- sn

0n

sn+1, n sn+2, n -- s2n, n

sn+1, 1 sn+1, 2

sn+2, 1 sn+2, 2

- n+ln

0 n

s2n,1 s2n,2 ---- s2n, n

Equation (8) can be rewritten as:

-=[ n ]-9
where Ii' is U transposed and UI' U = 'n, where 'n is an n x n unit diagonal matrix.

2-6
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The network analysis to follow will be mainly concerned with the matrix of U.
The components Uij represent the transmission coefficients (bi/aj) at the output ports,
and the columns represent the output voltage distributions which for fixed networks must
be orthogonal to each other. (The jth column represents the output voltage distribution
when a voltage is applied to the jth input port.)

It may be necessary to modify the phase of certain transmission coefficients
in some applications. This can be accomplished by adding a phase shifter or a length of
transmission line at the input or output port concerned. For example, if a length of line
is added at the ith output port then uij is replaced by the transmission coefficient at the
output of the length of line which is uij e-1 0 , where 8 is the electrical length of the added
line.

In the case of a feed network, the columns (u ) of the U matrix appear as
n-independent possible excitations to antenna elements placed in the focal region. The
reception of a conjugate distribution uj at the n output ports results in all of the power
being delived to the jth input port. The network can be said to be conjugate matched
to n-received signals.

All of the networks that have been synthesized are lossless, all-pass 2n-ports.
The results of the study related to the feed networks containing fixed elements is contained
in the Scientific Report No. i(l) previously issued on this contract. To aid in presenting
the results of the overall study, parts of this reference have been included in this report;
however it should be considered a companion document to this final report.

As discussed in Reference 1, the constraint that the columns of the U-matrix
(equation (9)), which are the output distributions, be orthogonal is too severe to yield
large numbers of field distribution functions. The inclusion of switched elements in the
feed networks obviates this difficulty while preserving their all-pass character. This
section presents methods for obtaining beam focussing and scanning field functions.

In the studies related to the use of switched elements in the feed networks,
the switched element has been taken to be an ideal diode, although any two-state device
can be substituted in its place. Also the limitation that the switched element be ideal can
be readily relaxed when considerations relating to parasitic elements become significant.
Consideration has been given to the different ways that the diodes can be used. They
can provide switching among the input ports of a fixed, lossless feed network. In this
case, the output voltage vectors must be orthonormal. They can be used to switch dif -
ferent primary networks to a fixed set of secondary networks. In this case, the sets of
output voltages need not remain orthonormal since the switching action changes the over-
all matrix component. Figure 2-3 shows examples of both of these cases. Another case
is possible where the individual feed radiators are switched among the output ports of a
fixed network. Each of these approaches involves a fairly complex switching structure.
It is more practical to consider locating diodes strategically in certain sub-networks of
the feed structure and thereby affect the overall behavior. Two examples of this approach
are given in figure 2-4. Part (A) of that figure shows a ring circuit which has a single
variable coupler and part (B) shows a multiple path cascade which has a variable 8-port
all-pass network. In both cases different sets of output distributions are obtained for
various settings of the diode switches.

The approach has been taken which makes the 4-port directional coupler the
basic variable element. This is done by incorporating switched diodes into this struc-
ture. (Figure 2-5.)
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Figure 2-4. Feed Networks with Variable Sub-Networks
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Figure 2-5. Variable Directional Coupler

To place the development of switched feed networks in the framework evolved
for the fixed feed networks, several general comments can be made. The network is still
lossless after the inclusion of ideal switches. Hence the unitary (lossless) conditions
must be satisfied. The output ports remain decoupled from each other. Thus, for any
setting of the switches, this network maintains its all-pass structure. The advantage
gained by the use of switches is that the output distributions associated with each beam
function or position need not be orthogonal.

B. FEED GEOMETRY AND BEAM FUNCTION CONSTRAINTS

1. MATRIX SYMMETRIES

The spatial configuration of the feed array is particularly significant when
the feed network must produce a sequence of discrete voltages which are used to approxi-
mate a spatial field distribution. The manner in which the sets of voltage distributions
are made to relate to the specific beam functions, i.e., beam shifting or beam focusing,
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will have a strong effect on the network. These points can be illustrated by the diagrams
of two 5-element feed arrays in figure 2-6. In each case, the feed network is an all-pass
10-port with a U matrix.

u61 u62 u63 u64 u65

71g 72 u73 74g 75

U10 = 81 u82 u83 u84 u85 (10)

91g 92 u93 94g 95

U 1 0 1 U 1 0 2 U 1 0 , 3 U 1 0 , 4 U 1 0 , 5

The connections between the output ports of the feed network and the individual radiators
are arbitrary but remain fixed as different input ports are excited. When input port j is
excited, the output distribution is given by the jth column of U. Generally, the port num-
bering is made so that the U-matrix will exhibit some special symmetry forms. Consider
the array in figure 2-6A, placed in the focal plane of a Cassegrain antenna to provide
scanning in a single plane; suppose that input 3 supplies an excitation for an on-axis beam
(an even function in this case), and inputs 1 and 2 provide two beams scanned to the left of
the center. Then inputs 5 and 4 should give the same beams, respectively, scanned to
the right of center.

The U-matrix* can then be expected to have the form

u61 u6 u63 10, 2 u10, 1

71 72 u73 u92 91y

U1 = U 8 1  u8 2  u8 3  u8 2  u8 1  (1

U 1 0 1 U 1 0 2  u'63 6 u1

*The matrix is written in this form to show which coefficients in the matrix must be
made equal. Thus, columnS5 of equation (11) states that U6 5* = U 10, 1, U75 = U9 1 ,
U85 = U81, U95 = U71 and u10, s = u61- Thirteen of a maximum of 25 coefficients
in this matrix remain unspecified.
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Figure 2-6. Five-Element Feed Arrays
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If the system were such that beam steering occurred when the same distribu-
tion were moved along the feeds, the U-matrix would then be specified as

U1 =

u83 u73 u63 91i 10, 1

u73 u83 u73 u63 u91

u63 u73 u83 u73 u63

ug u6 3  u7 3  u8 u7 3

u10, 1 91i 63 7?3 u83

(12)

In each case the columns of U become related to each other.

The symmetry property evident in equation (11) can be stated by

U=p PU p
0 0

where P9 is a permutation matrix

0 =

1

1

1

1

1

(13)

Alternately, this condition can be expressed as

o Pu(n+1 -j) (j =1, 2,---- n) (14)

The U matrix in equation (12) satisfies equation (13) and in addition requires that the
columns be displaced versions of each other.
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If the network were to function for beam broadening of on-axis beams, it is
possible that the columns of U would bear no special relation to each other, but symmetry
would exist within the columns; a form for U could be

u6 1  u62  u6 3  u6 4  u65

u71  u 72  u7 3  u74  u7 5

u8 1  u 82  u8 3  u8 4  u8 5

u71  u7 2  u7 3  u74  u7 5

u6 1 u6 2 u6 3 u6 4 u6 5

(15)

which satisfies the relationship

U = PU (16)

The two-dimensional array in figure 2-6B can be considered in the same
manner. The numbering sequence was chosen so that certain symmetries of U will be
demonstrated. If these feeds were again placed in the focal plane of a Cassegrain an-
tenna and the network were used for beam steering, a U matrix of the following form
results:

u6 1  u62  u6 2  u62  2

u71  u72  u 8 2  u8 2  U 1 0 2

u71 u8 2 u72 U10 u82

ug u82 10, 2 u72.

71 u10, 2 u82 U 7 2

2-14
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Column 1 corresponds to the on-axis beam, and columns 2 through 5 correspond
to a scanned beam repeated in each quadrant. For an on-axis beam focusing function,
the matrix would take the form

u6 1  u62  u6 3  u6 4  6

u7 1  u72  u7 3  u7 4  u75

U= u u2 73 u ?5(18)

ug u7 u7 ug u7

ug u7 u7 ug u7

2. FEED ARRAYS

There are several reasons for generating the overall feed network as an
interconnection of lower order networks. For feed networks containing many elements,
the order of the governing matrix makes computations complex. Therefore, it is
desirable that the matrix be partitioned so that individual sections can correspond to
specific subnetworks. The overall network can then be developed so that component
parts are used to govern specific beam functions. By building up the structure from
simpler networks, some of the subnetworks can be made identical by exploiting the
symmetries of the array; this will provide for more economical systems.

The nature of the focal-field symmetries for different beam functions can be
explored with the aid of figure 2-7A, which shows a model of a specific reflector an-
tenna, the Cassegrain. The orientation of an incident plane wave can be specified by
its unit normal

S= cos 6 x +cos 6 y +cosb6 z (19)
x y z

where cos 6x, cos 0y and cos Oz are the direction cosines with respect to the x,
y and z axes. Equivalently, these quantities can be expressed in terms of the angle a
made between n and z, and the angle 0 made between the projection of n on the x-y
plane and y. Thus

cos e = sin a sin ex

cosO9 = sin a cos 0 (20)

cos 9z = cos a
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An on-axis wave corresponds to a = 0 and gives ri e to a circularly symmetric focal
plane field distribution, known as the Airy functio n(2 , with the form

Ef2  (2Jjj(21)

where J1 (v) is the first-order Bessel polynomial

ir Dr'
v = XF'

e

in which D is the diameter of the parabolic reflector, r' is a radial distance in the
focal plane; X is the electrical wavelength of the plane wave, and Fe is the equivalent
local distance of the Cassegrain system. This function is sketched in figure 2-7B.

A plane wave arriving a~ some set of angles (a, 9) gives rise to a distorted
Airy type function in the focal plane 3, 4. However, the shape will only depend on ,
and its relative location in the focal plane will depend on 0.

In designing a feed structure using discrete radiators, it is necessary to
quantize both 0 and a . The quantization interval for 8 can be matched to the sym-
metry of the feed distribution. Thus, for the feed arrays of figures 2-8A and 2-8B,
multiples (or submultiples) of 60 degrees are appropriate since there is six fold sym-
metry, while for the array of figure 2-8C, multiples (or submultiples) of 90 degrees
are appropriate since there is four fold symmetry.

For the generation of on-axis focused beams, a circularly symmetrical
array of feeds is needed; all the arrays in figure 2-8 satisfy this criterion. Beams
which are symmetrical about a line, such as fan-shaped beams, could also be derived
from these arrays. Other considerations which serve to differentiate among these
arrays will be considered.

These arrays will now be used to discuss the relationship among the beam
function, the geometrical feed arrangement, and the grouping of the feeds to the
subnetworks.

A network configuration suitable for on-axis beam focusing is evolved by
connecting to a single network those feeds which are equally spaced from the array
center. Figure 2-9A shows the networks for the equilateral triangular array of fig-
2-8A. The subnetworks connected directly to the feeds are denoted as primary
networks. The solid lines in figure 2-iGA indicate which feeds are connected to the
same primary network. * In this case, there are six primary networks, including the
2-port connected to feed 1. The primary networks are connected by a secondary net-
work which makes only one connection to each of them. The connections of the
secondary network K in figure 2-9A are shown by a dashed line in figure 2-10A.

*The diagram in figure 2-1OA is an abridgement of the wiring diagram shown in
figure 2-9A. While not showing the specific port numbering of the primary and
secondary networks, it does indicate which feeds are excited by an input to a
primary or secondary network.
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Consideration of the single cascade network in figure 2-9A permits some
observations. The secondary network(s) regulate the energy flow to the primary net-
works. However, as different parts of a secondary network are excited, the relative
distribution of energy within a primary network is unchanged. For example, network B
(figure 2-9A) receives energy from network K via port 1. The output distribution is
governed by column 1 of the U matrix of network B. The level of the output is governed
by a transfer coefficient k8j (j = 1, 2, ... 6). Let the first port produce an on-axis beam,
which means that the focal plane distribution must have circular symmetry. This speci-
fies that, for the feed groupings used, the first column of each of the primary networks
has equal coefficients. That is

71 = 81 = . 12, 1

c7 1 = c8 1 = ... c2

. ... ... .(22)

e13, 1 "14, 1 * '24, 1

71 81 ''12, 1

The relative amplitude levels among b7 1 , c7 1 , . .. f are determined by the coeffi-
cients k ii(i =7,8, . .. 12).

This configuration presents the following problem. Feed 1 is excited by
only 6 out of a possible 37 inputs. As long as single energy paths are maintained, the
use of additional secondary networks would not provide any other linkages to feed 1.
This configuration does not make efficient use of the component subnetworks.

Figure 2-lOB shows a similar use of primary networks for the array of
figure 2-8B. There are four primary networks and the first secondary network has
four inputs. If the feeds of figure 2-lOG were grouped in the same manner (not shown),
there would be eight primary networks and the first secondary network would have
eight inputs.

The generalization that evolves from these considerations is that all the
primary networks should have approximately the same number of ports, if possible.

By including feed 1, together with a group of six feeds, as in figure 2-9B,
and breaking the 24-port D-network into two 12-ports, there are five primary networks
each with six ports and one network with seven ports. Of course, the first column of
network A no longer has all equal coefficients.

A beam function calling for fan-shaped beams might require the excitation
of lines of feeds. Figure 2-lOC shows an arrangement of primary networks to ac-
complish this function. Figure 2-11 indicates how the secondary networks are added to
provide sequences of excited rows of feeds; the center row, the center three rows, the
center five rows and all seven rows. It is possible to add additional secondary net-
works to provide other beam functions.
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The beam steering function is approached by connecting, with primary net-
works, symmetrically spaced groups of radiators; examples of this are shown in fig-
ure 2-12. Again, the center element causes a problem because the secondary network
must be connected directly to it.

A somewhat different class of interconnections is obtained by using tangen-
tial or interlocking blocks of elements to make up each primary grouping. Figure 2-13A
shows groupings of seven elements making up a hexagon with a side length equal to one
feed diameter. This arrangement may appear to be similar to a cluster of horns. How-
ever, the amplitudes and phases of the elements making up each cluster can be varied;
this provides a greater flexibility in matching the required field distributions. Since
the number of feeds usually will not be a multiple of seven, two feed groupings are used.

Another grouping of seven feeds, using hexagons which overlap with a side
length equal to the square root of three times a feed diameter, is shown in figure 2-13B.
Again, blocks of four elements are used at the periphery.

The interconnection of primary and secondary networks is shown in fig-
ure 2-14. By numbering the feeds differently for each case, the same block diagram
applies to both feed groupings. Let an input to port 1 of network P create the on-axis
distribution, in both cases. This specifies the first column of the U matrix of each
primary network and network P of the secondary networks. The difference between the
two feed arrangements becomes apparent if inputs 2 through 7 were to produce a scanned
beam whose focal-field distribution has a maximum which moves from feed 2 to 3 ... .7.
For the network of figure 2-13A, the ratio of the voltage at feed i to that at feeds 2, 3,
... 7 remains fixed. Therefore, the field maxima cannot move from feed 2 to 3... 7 as
the inputs are changed. In the arrangement of figure 2-13B, however, the maxima are
able to move from feed 9-16-23-30-37-44. This is possible because each of these
feeds is connected to a different primary network and is therefore controlled by a dif-
ferent column of network P. Thus, this grouping provides greater flexibility for a
single secondary network. The former grouping (figure 2-13A) would accomplish the
same goal by the use of additional secondary networks, which are also 26-ports and
hence are coupled to each primary network. This would use four secondary networks
and provide 52 inputs. The remaining 21 inputs would be provided by three 14-port
secondary networks which would not couple to the six 8-port primary networks.

An alternate arrangement, and a preferable approach for beam scanning,
would use six 20-ports which couple to all the 14-port primary networks and sequentially
to three of the six 8-port primary networks. Network Q in figure 2-14 illustrates a
typical interconnection. The connection has the effect of symmetrically moving those
feeds on the periphery which do not receive an excitation. These feeds are among
those furthest removed from the field maximum and carry relatively little energy.

These networks generate incomplete all-passes, however the subnetworks
(both primary and secondary) are complete.

Each of the feed groupings described dictates that the U matrices of the
subnetworks have symmetries of the types discussed in IIBi. The development now
proceeds to an investigation of fixed and variable networks and a development of some
relationships for obtaining the needed symmetries.
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C. FIXED NETWORKS

The requirement that the network be lossless will eliminate certain types
of symmetry conditions from consideration. This occurs because the U-matrix (equa-
tion (9)) must be unitary and hence non-singular. The matrix given in equation (15) has
several equal rows and therefore is singular; the same is true of equation (18). Matri-
ces of this type can be handled by limiting the number of input ports to a number less
than n and, thus, using only a portion of the U-matrix. A second approach involves the
use of lossy feed networks.

The symmetry forms which are realizable with lossless networks are dis-
cussed here. Primarily, emphasis is placed on those matrices with column inversion
symmetry, as shown in equation (11) and expressed by equations (13) and (14), and
forms associated with beam steering derived from equation (17).

1. Column Inversion Symmetry

The 2n-port networks corresponding to n = 2k are designated as even-order
all-pass networks and those for which n = 2k + 1 as odd-order ones. The delineation is
made because each case is handled differently due to the fact that the basic building
block is a 4-port network (even-order).

Equation (14) describes a network which is physically symmetric about a
centerline. Figure 2-15A shows a 16-port network which meet this criteria by choosing
the lower half of the network to be a mirror image of the upper half. The network in
figure 2-15B also meets the criteria, if subnetwork F is a coupler with a U-matrix

-31 4
U ff

L4 ' 31]

A316POR

B 12- PORT

Figure 2-15. Cascade Networks with Column Symmetry
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The 2n-port ring networks (figure 2-17) provide a class of all-passes which
satisfy equation (14) when each coupler has an identical counterpart (n = 2k and there
are k independent couplers). The ports are numbered as shown in figure 2-16A. The
couplers are arranged to illustrate the symmetry about the centerline. The numbering
of the ports shown is not unique. Figure 2-16B is a redrawn version of the same
circuit.

Multiple-path cascades can be adapted to provide a variety of networks
which satisfy equation (14), provided that the coupling network (K) satisfies equation (14).
An example of a multiple-path cascade, even-order network with this property of
symmetry is shown in figure 2-18.

The odd-order networks require a K-network which is also an odd-order.
The lowest order network which can be used is the 6-port (n = 3). The network which is
shown in figure 2-19A and described by the U-matrix of equations (24) and (25) below
can be used to provide a 6-port which satisfies equation (14).

1 1

UA =_C_ 1
(24)

---- 2 B2

24 -- -

A.

I 2 4 3

B

Figure 2-16. Ring Circuits with Column Symmetry
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Figure 2-20. Four Port Ring Circuit

~a13  0 a23

14 ag23 b13 a24b23

When port 6 is coupled to port 3 the resultant matrix is

Fai3-1ja jb24 a23b1 1
1-a24b24 Lalgb23

where IkI|=k1 3k 4 k 3k1 4 , k =a, b

b13 -Ib a24
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The all-pass networks generated by ring circuits made up of 4 ports (figure
2-17) can be used to generate different sets of voltage distributions. The networks
require n-couplers to obtain an all-pass 2n-port network. The development here uses
couplers which have 2 by 2 unitary matrices which are

U4 =

7k2  kej /2

kej w 2 1-k2

(26)

where 0 < k < 1 is the coupling coefficient that would be associated with a 4 port designated
as network K.

Couplers of the form given in equation (26) when used in ring circuits generate
real all-pass networks. The U-matrices are orthogonal, i. e., uu'=1, and the voltage
distributions have phases which are zero or 2. Phase shifts introduced at the ports can
provide phase tapers.

Typical distributions obtained from the use of the couplers of equation (26)
are demonstrated by working with the 10-port network of figure 2-21. This network has
the U-matrix given in equation (27) below. An alternate form for equation (27) is given
in equation (28).

a1 24c24d2424 b14c24d24 24a23

b13 - 24d2424a24

b14c23

b1 4c2 4 2 3

b1 4c2 4 d2 4 e2 3

c 24 2423
14 e24a23

14 e24a24b23

e1a2

C1 3 - dl 4e2 4a2 4b2 4 14 e24a24b24 23

14 d23 d13 -de2424b24c24

d14e23 13- el 4b4 4 4
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Figure 2-21. All-Pass 10-Port Network
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where

k 13 ~4 -k4 k23 ndp=1-a24b24c2424024

U = ___
10 - __ __

I -b
2
-1c ~i~1e a

2

I-bc

I-bI1 d

I -b e ici

-cI1d Y~a-d 1-
2 a I-ea

-c b -d b -e12 bb

-- dh1e 1a c I-eF 2 b

-cd 1-
2

- -e 2~~~~i d

where a, b, c, d, and e are the coupling factors (k) of the four port coupling networks
(equation 26).

It is seen that the matrix is unitary and real and, therefore, orthogonal.

It is always possible to choose values of the coupling ratios so that a single
column (or row) may be specified. To show this, let the first column be specified as

;=

u61

u7 1

_u1 0 , ~

-jel-~

-j 8 2
e

-j 0
e

-j 8
e

-j 0
e

(29)

The phases are realized by incorporating lengths of transmission line (or
phase shifters) in ports 6 through 10. The couplers must be chosen to yield the required
magnitudes. Setting the vector in equation (29) equal to column 1 of equation (28)
results in
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rib
1

1-b2

(30)

r~b
d2

1-b2 (1+r1 2

r~b
e3

1-b2 (1+r1 2 +r3

(31)

=b 1- u6 1 2 1+r2 +r 2 2 + r3

I2 2 2 2
1+1u61I11-b (1+ri +r2 +r3 )

and

S1+r 2+r2 2+r3 2

where

u81 r u2

and (32)

The coupling ratios of four of the networks (n-i) have been obtained as a function of the
fifth (network B). This degree of freedom can be used either to adjust the actual
coupling ratios of the networks or regulate a transmission coefficient in another column.
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A situation suggested by equation (17) has

u 81 91 ug 10, 1

or (33)

r1 = r2 = r3 =

Imposing this condition on equation (32) gives

c= b

1-b2

since

(34)

d-= b

1- 2b2

be =

1 -3b 2

4 Iu~

1 + 1-4 1u7 2 1-4b 2

with

b<

since

1 =4 u7 1
2

+ ju61 2

Equation (34) guarantees that the required magnitudes are provided; associated phases
are provided separately by lengths of lines in the output ports.
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If the conditions of equation (33) are carried one step further and a require-
ment that all elements in column 1 of the U-matrix of equation (28) be of equal magnitude
is imposed, the coupling coefficients are still given by equation (34), except that now

a= 4b

rii+ YFT- b2
(35)

From this discussion it is seen that these lossless, matched circuits pro-
vide a general means of dividing power n ways.

A matrix with a circulant form shown in equation (12) is obtained when all
the couplers have equal coupling coefficients.

k= 1- e- a>O0 (36)

Equation (28) then becomes

U10 - a -2 a -3 a1+e +e +e

e- a(1+ea+e-2a)

-(1+ea)e- a

-(+ ~ )e-2a

-(1+e~a)e- a

-(+e")- a

-(1+e-a)

-(1+e-a - a

I -a )-2a -(+ ~ )~"

)I +~"e3 -(1+e-a)e-a

-ea (1+e-a+e-2a - (1+e~a)e-
3 a

-(1+ea) -ea(1+e-a+e-2a)

-(1+e")e-a I-(1+e~ )

-(1+e~")

I ea4 (1+e- ae-
2 a)

Depending on the application, a wider class of distributions is obtained by
using ring circuits made up of all-pass networks which have orders greater than n = 2
and, in turn, have particular individual symmetries.

3. Distributions Associated with Multiple-Path Cascades

Networks suitable for beam scanning can be obtained from multiple-path
cascades. Equation (17) contains a matrix derived from scanning a five-element array*.
As the number of feed elements increases, the fine structure of the matrix will vary.
However, a matrix of the form

*For a lossless network, it is necessary in this case that u6 2 = u7 .
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(38)

contains symmetries common to any size which has circular symmetry. A network of
this type will now be developed.

The starting configuration is shown in figure 2-22A. Network A can be of
the form shown in figure 2-22B or a ring circuit, as shown in figure 2-17, the former is
used here. In terms of networks G and H (figure 2-22B) this first row of the U matrix
is

a' =[h3 1 h3 2g4 1 h3 2 4 2 ] (39)

Equal coefficients in equation (39) are obtained by choosing

UG=

~1

1

1

1

a' = --

and UH =

2~1

2 1J

(40)

(41)

Network K1 is obtained by starting with a 6-port network of the form given
in figure 2-19A. It must be synthesized so that

u 51 u51

U - u51  u6 2  u7 2  (42)

u5 72 u62
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The U-matrix associated with the 6-port consisting of the networks J, M and P in
figure 2-22B is

1

.- (1 + 1-p2)
2

S(1+ 1-p2)
2

-- 1 + 1-p2)
2

2

for the choices

U =UM =

U -

The resultant U-matrix of the 14-port network is

1-p2

p

p

p

p

p

p

and U =

p

5- i-p2

6

-i-A?
6

6

6

6

p

6

5-A7-p
6

-i-A
6

-i-A
6

6

6

p

6

6

6

-1-A
6

-6-

6

p

6

-i-A
6

6

5-1-p7
6

-i-A?
6

6

p

6

6

6

5-i-A2
6

-6-

6

p

6

6

6

6

-i-A
6

i-p

U

-p

(43)

1

1

-4-

1 L IV2
(44)

(45)
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The phase assignments made for each component network have rendered
U1 4 real and therefore orthogonal. By varying network P in such a manner that it
remains real, alternate orthogonal distributions within U14 can be obtained directly.
Complex voltage distributions are generated using couplers of the form given by
equation (46).

The networks discussed in this section have served to demonstrate the use
of the various all-pass networks to realize sets of voltage distributions which can be
categorized as satisfying a specific intercolumn (or row) relationship.

1-C e Ce +84

02

-j(2+2+e3) 2 -j(e2+e4)ICe 2 2  1-C e

s= --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- - - - --- (46)

2-je30 4 -j(o 2 +e 4 )

Ce 1-C e

where 8 2' 8 3, and 8 4 represent line lengths at ports 2, 3, and 4, respectively.

4. Design of the Feed Network

The major item under consideration is the design of the feed network. In
the design of this structure there are several definable problem areas. The first relates
to how the feeds shall be arranged. For example, they can be placed at the verticles of
equilateral triangles or in rectangular arrays. The triangular is used since it allows the
closest packing of circular feeds. However, the initial work has been sufficiently
general to apply to any repetitive arrangement. The following discussion contains a
description of a network designed to meet the needs of an equilateral triangle array, and
provide flexibility for moving the field distributions symmetrically about a center point.

The second problem involves the design of the component networks. The
general problem of generating 2n-port all-pass networks were developed. Attention
shall now be given to determining the relations for the complex voltages which some of
these networks can provide.

The third problem is that of determining the constraints imposed on these
networks by the required symmetries.

The fourth problem involves the choice of the network's parameters to
achieve the desired field distributions, i. e., an on-axis pattern which is an Airy
function.
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The discussion of networks which are capable of producing scanned and
multiple beams has now progressed to the point where prototype models of the com-
ponent networks can be designed. Several nominal design specifications have been set:

Frequency: 3, 000 mc

Antenna: Cassegrain with D = 230"
and Fe = 235"

It is possible to approximate, in the focal plane, the Airy distribution to include the
first two rings (theoretically 94 percent of the energy) by using 73 feed elements. The
on-axis beam has a hall-power width of 10 and a shift of the beam center one element
gives an approximate . 760 scan.

A block diagram of the feed network is shown on figure 2-23. Connections
are shown which provide for the on-axis beam and 6 identical off-axis beams, each having
a center displaced one element from the center feed. The networks, E1 - E6 , will be
designed to provide beams for greater scanning as well as other feed functions.

The manner in which the networks are connected to the feeds is shown in
figure 2-24. The arrangement provides that when a pattern is centered at P0 (r0 , e e), it
can be repeated at PkfrO, 8 o, + 60k) with k = 1, 2, -- 5. For example, if Po is the center
of element 42 (figure 2-24) p1 is the center of element 34. The on-axis beam is obtained
when port 1 of network D is excited. The output distribution is shown in figure 2-25.
When port 3 is excited, the distribution shown in figure 2-26 is obtained. This corre-
sponds to a beam scanned 0. 760 off axis. Ports 4-8 provide the same distribution but
rotated in intervals of 600 from a horizontal axis. Port 2 is unused, thus far. The
distributions along the horizontal axis for the cases shown in figures 2-25 and 2-26 are
shown in figure 2-27.. The details and coefficients of network D in figure 2-23 are shown
in figure 2-28. Each of the component networks is a directional coupler having prescribed
lengths of line between their ports. The first column of the U matrix of D (on-axis beam)
is as follows:

U 9 1 p 2 4  -j
2
OPC kC1 3 ejOCC + C1 4 d13  -j )d + P 3 e

U 1 p2 4  -j cC 13c 2 3  -jcc + C14 d 13 C2 4 e-j2 cd)

U1,1j313e p 24 4 -j29pc C2 3e-jGCC 2 1 -j2Qcd\ -j(Qpf + Qef)

U2p1 2 3 p1 3 ei P + p 2 4 p1 4  -j
2 

PC c C 3  -jOCC + C 4 d13 e-j2 d ] 1 4 e2 4  -j(
0

pf + Qef) (7

U -3 [p 2 3 p1 3 eI + p2 4 p1 4 e-j
2
Qp c

2  
C1 -jc 2 d13  -j2 Cd) j 2 4 eI

U1 4 1 p2 4 C 14 d1 4 f2 4 *-j(QPC + Qcd + Odf)

U15, 1 e24 P24 C14 d14 f 4e-j( pc + Qcd + Odf + Ofe)

U16, 1 p2 4 C 1 4 d1 4 f1 4 e1 4 ej9c+9d+9f+91

Where the O's represent line lengths between couplers. The remaining seven columns
are found in like manner.
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S= 3.94 IN.

Fe = 235 IN.

D = 230 IN.

Figure 2-25. Feed Voltages - On-Axis Beam
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Figure 2-26. Feed Voltages - Beam Center Shifted One Element
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Figure 2-27. Feed Voltages Across Central Horizontal Line of Feeds
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Figure 2-28. Detail of Network D
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where the e 's represent line lengths between couplers. The remaining seven columns are
found in like manner.

Due to the large number and different types of couplers used, the cost of
this design is farily high. An alternate design was investigated which uses approximately
160 couplers (as opposed to 300 in the above design) and two different subnetworks (com-
pared to 5). The cost is approximately 40 percent lower. The network shown in figure
2-29 describes the alternate lossless feed network. Network A is a 14-port all-pass ring
of the form shown in figure 2-17, while network K is of the form shown in figure 2-28.
The network uses two different subnetworks (A and K), each of which has 12 couplers.
Figure 2-30 shows the form in which the feed network could be packaged.

Each of the designs developed feeds 73 feeds. The first design averages
about 4 couplers per feed, while the second about 2. Since the flexibility in achieving a
variety of feed distributions is proportional to the number of couplers, the second design
would serve mainly for beam steering.

D. VARIABLE NETWORKS

1. Generalized Feed Networks Which Have Loss or Switched Elements

As described previously, a lossless, reciprocal, 4 port network with
isolated input and output ports can be expressed as follows:

b 0 0 s31 s4 1

b2 0 0 s32 s42 2 (8

b3 31 s32 0 0 a

bg4s s42 0 0 a

where

b =s31a3+s a
b2 = 32 a3 + 42 4

b3 =s3 1 a1 + s32 a2 (49)

b4 =4 1 + s4 2 a2

If the output ports are terminated in (3 and (4~ (refer to figure 2-31) a
direct derivation of the S matrix can be obtained by performing a congruence transforma-
tion(5) on 5 L where

5 L 0C 4
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33
K.) -~b 3  3

b- 04

Figure 2-31. Four Port with Two Outputs Terminated

A network of the type described in equation (48), with the n-output ports terminated in
an arbitrary n-port having the scattering matrix SL, yields a resultant n-port with the
scattering matrix

s =U'sL U (50)

For the network of figure 2-31

s31Ls32s4i (3 01 5

s42 J L 0s
s32j

s42 Ls21
~3 s31 s32 + (4 s41 s42

43 s32 s32 + (4 s42 s42

2-53
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By choosing ( 3 and E 4 carefully, the above network can be matched and the
amplitude and phase of the transfer coefficients can be varied.

A switched, lossless all-pass n-port can be created in the following way.
Starting with a lossless, all-pass 2n-port, each of the n output ports is terminated in (.
The resultant n-port has a scattering matrix

s =U' U (51)

where ( = diag (1 , C 2'~ -En. If U is partitioned as

n/2 n/2

1 n

and

n/2 n/2=L i o/:2] :/2
then

sML'1?c1M + M3
1

2M3_
S 2 1 M1 + M4 ' g 2 M3

H- M1' 1M + M3' (2M 1
Choosing M3 = M1 , M 4 = -M 2 and ( 2 =- C i, equation 51 becomes

r_ n/2
S2M2

1
1 M1

F
2Ml M21

0/2 J
This network using n-diodes is capable of yielding 2 n/2 different all-passes. In the case
where n = 4, two different directional couplers and their conjugates can be generated.
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2. Variable Directional Coupler

Referring to figure 2-32A, the output ports of a fixed 8-port all-pass net-
work with a U-matrix

U1 U2 -U53

U61 U62-U3
U U U51 52 I 53

U61 U62 U 63

-U 5 4

-U 64

U54

U64 _

(55)

are terminated in reflection coefficients - ( 3, - (4, (3 and 44. The
coupler has an S matrix given by equation (54) and a U3 matrix

resultant directional

U2 = 2 (-M 2 ) 1 M

A LL- PASS
8- PORT

NET WORK
4~LIf

- 3ii
(A)

B(B)

Figure 2-32. Variable Directional Coupler
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where

FUS3 -U 637 K3 o] FU U52

U2 =L U4 -U64J L0  - J L U61 U62J(6

3U3U1~ + 4 U63 U6 1  3 U53 U5 2 + c 4 U63 U62

U2 2 U5 U5 + gU64 U61 ~ 3 U54 U52 + c U64 U62

In order to satisfy equation (55), the 8-port network shown in figure 2-32B
has the U matrices of networks C and D specified as

UC =UD=k

with the matrices of A and B not yet specified. Equation (56) then becomes

3b3 1c32a31c31 + ( 4b4 1 %2 a4 1 d3 1 ~ 3b 3 1c3 2a3 2 c3 1 + (byd24

U2 = - L3b32c32a3lc31 + 4 b4 1gd32 a41 331 ~3b32c32a32c31 +4 41b d32a42d31

[3b31a31 j big b13 4
U2 ~ 3 32a31 + c 4b4 1 a4 y 3 b3 2a2 + cba2(7

If the reflection coefficients are changed by the use of switches or diodes, equation (57)
represents a general variable coupler. A simple example is obtained by choosing

a b 1

Equation (57) then becomes

U2= "l + c +- - (58)
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If ( 3 = + ( , a two directional switch is obtained. Using a single diode in each termina-
tion, 4 different coupling coefficients are obtainable. (See table below.) The design of
variable couplers is reduced to the design of variable one-port scattering coefficients or
impedances.

Port Terminations

Case I

Case II

Case III

Case IV

5 6 7 8
U31

2

- 03+(4

U41

2
U3 2

2
U4 2

2

-(3- C4

- (3+ (4

L _________ A A _________ I A .1 ._______.

3. Variable One-Port Impedances

A lossless one-port which contains a single switch can realize two different
impedances in a variety of ways. One such circuit is shown in figure 2-33 with the values
as follows.

1= e$ 1 Z

(2 = eJ
0 2 Z

1+(2

"1-2

= jcot)

= jcot~

Zin Zb SWITCH

Figure 2-33. Two Stage Impedance
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The two impedances have values

Z = jcot2.--
a 2

(60)

Zb = jIot- 2 - cot~~~

Of more interest is a one-port which takes on four impedance values. Results have been
obtained which give the input impedances when

a) A lossless reciprocal 3-port, which is matched at port (1), is terminated in
ports (2) and (3) in two-state reflection coefficients.

b) A biconjugate 4-port is terminated in two of its ports in two-state reflection
coefficients and the third in a fixed termination.

Results have also been obtained for the case of a lossless, reciprocal 4-port
terminated in 3 two-state terminations. This yields 8 input impedances.

The intent here is to include these variable networks into the feed network for
the purposes of either reducing the overall number of couplers or enlarging the families
of obtainable voltage distributions. The following discussion elaborates on the design of
variable one port impedances and uses the resultant variable couplers to generate feed
networks for beam focusing and beam scanning.

4. Variable Feed Network for Beam Focusing
The manner in which feed networks containing switched elements can be gen-

erated for beam focusing is best described by presenting a design situation. Four on-
axis, circularly symmetric distributions are obtained to excite a feed array containing
37 elements. Each distribution has the functional form

EfJ1 (kr) (1

which is the Airy function. The four functions correspond to values of k = 1. 13, 1.90,
2.70 and 3.40 and are shown graphically in figure 2-34. Because of the hexogonal
spacings of the feed elements there are 6 sets of feed elements that are equally spaced
from the axis. These are grouped together in subnetworks, as shown in figure 2-35.
In turn these are connected to secondary network A, also shown in that figure. The dif-
ferent field distributions are obtained by changing the couplers in network A. Figure
2-36 shows the form of network A as well as its individual variable components. The
fixed primary networks are shown in figure 2-3 7. Possible realizations of the variable
reflection coefficients are shown in figure 2-38. By the inclusion of one additional diode
in each variable reflection coefficient, eight focal field distributions would be obtained.
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Figure 2-34. Field Distribution for Beam Focusing
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Figure 2-35. Beam Focusing Network Configuration
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Figure 2-36. Beam Focusing Variable Networks
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SWITCH

jXX jX3

SWITCH

network.

(A) (B)

Figure 2-38. Circuits of Four Aribtrary Reactance Values

The following data indicates the number of components needed by this

4 Type 1 networks (figure 2-37) using 20 couplers
5 couplers each

5 Type 2 networks (figure 2-36) using 20 couplers
4 couplers each

1 Type E network (figure 2-37) using 11 couplers
11 couplers

51 couplers

Diodes: 8 per Type 2 network (4 beam functions) 40

l2per Type 2 network (8 beam functions) 60

By this method of synthesis any set of circularly symmetric field distribu-
tions can be approximated.

The Type 2 network shown in figure 2-36 will be analyzed here to demon-
strate how it is used. The portion used for power division is shown in figure 2-39A.
The U-matrix for the overall structure is

U4 = 1/2 K 1- (

12 c
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B. NETWORK FOR VARIABLE
PHASE SHIFT

Figure 2-39. Variable Biconjugate 4-Port Network

if each of the internal couplers (A, B, and C) has a U-matrix of the form

U4 = i/v [~ .: (63)

and * c are the reflection coefficients of the terminations. Since ( is the input scattering
coefficient of a lossless one-port, it can be written as

( j2e

or

1 + 1
jX = _- cot
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for - c 1' the corresponding impedance is -j tan 3 1. Using equation (64) in equation (62)
gives

U4= j~1  .(.1)
cosaye 1  -j sin a 1 e j

-j sin p 1 e cos o 1 e

Thus the coupling coefficient is expressed directly as a function of the variable termina-
tions. However to regulate the phase difference between ports (3) and (4) of the coupler,
a variable phase shifter must be used, as shown in figure 2-39B. This network has a
U-matrix,

U2 L 2] = Lea (66)

if network D has a U-matrix of the form given in equation (63)

Thus the synthesis of variable couplers and phase shifters becomes one of
synthesizing variable one-port impedances.

The following proof will show how it is always possible to construct a loss-
less one-port which can take on 4 arbitrary reactance values by using two ideal switches
and 4 fixed reactances (figure 2-38A). To do this we first consider the class of impedances
resulting from the series connection of two, two-state impedances (figure 2-40A). The
four impedance values which can be obtained are:

jX 1 0 1 0 jX1a1

jXb 1 0 0 1 jX2  (7

jXc 0 1 1 0 jX3

Jd _0 1 0 1 j

This system of equations has the solution

jX1  ~01 0 -1 jXa

jX2  -1 1 1 -1 (68)

jX3  1 -1 01 jXc
A

jX4  0 0 0 1 jX0

where Xa, Xb, Xc and X0 are arbitrary and

Xd= Xb+X - X. (69)
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Figure 2-40. Synthesis of 4 Value Reactance
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Stated differently, any set of impedance values which satisfy equation (69) can be
realized by the circuit of figure 2-40A. The form of the two-state impedance is shown
in figure 2-40B. The more general problem is to realize four unrestricted impedance
values (jXe, jXf, jXg and jXh) in a circuit which uses only two diodes. By adding an
additional fixed reactance, as shown in figure 2-40C, this can be accomplished. Its
value is calculated in the following way. The impedance seen to the right of jX5 must
satisfy equation (69). That is

X XXX X X X X
Xe 5 f 5 _g 5 h 5

X5 -Xe X5 -Xf "X-Xg~X(0

since

X X X X X X X X

Xa XXbX -Xf, Xc X -X add X -

Equation (70) can be simplified to

(X5 -X ) (x5 ~X)( 5 -X ) ( 5 ~Xf) (71)
(Xg-Xh e (-Xf)

The values assigned to Xe, Xf, Xg, and Xh can always be ordered so that

Xh < X < X < X ;(72)
h e g f'

and two solutions for X5 are always possible. A sketch of equation (71) under the condi-
tions of equation (72) is shown in figure 2-40D. By combining the circuits of figure 2-40B
in figure 2-40C and simplifying, the resultant of figure 2-38A is obtained. The circuit
of figure 2-38B is obtained in a dual manner and may be preferable to construct.

The impedance which takes on eight reactance values and is realized using
three diodes is the problem of next concern. From an analysis of a general lossless 4-
port network terminated at three of its ports in ideal switches, it is possible to show that
only seven of a possible eight arbitrary values of reactance can be specified. However,
the case of eight values associated with a 3-bit reflection factor is possible and its
synthesis will now be presented. The table shows the values of the reflection factor and
the corresponding impedance values.
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Reflection Factor Imeac

e / . cot W 16

e3/8. cot32/16

j 5 a /8 .tan 3 a/16

ej 72/8 . tan /16

j9r/8 .jtan 2r/16

eji 11w/8 .j tan 3Tr/16

ej 13 a/8 .j cot 3 1/16

.15 x/8 .j cot w /16

A circuit which can realize these values is a directional coupler terminated at three of
its ports in two-state impedances, figure 2-41A. Two solutions are given here. Case A
uses terminating impedances which are tjX and Case B uses terminating impedances of
the form jX, -j 1/X. Both cases evolve from a coupler with a scattering matrix:

byI sina j cos a 1a

02
2b j cos a sin a 2 (3

b3Sin a j cos a a3

F 2 1

in Li1+ (2 03 +tan (1-(2 4)

where

If port.2 is terminated in Z 2 =jX2 =j cot 8 2, E 2 =ej2 O2port 3in Z3 =jX3 = jcot e 3 ,
C 3 =e o33; and port 4in Z4jX=j cot8e4, C4 &=e28 4:
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Figure 2-41. 3-Bit Reflection Phase Shifter
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S. 1e 2

where

-ta1 1 - tan e 2 tan 83 + tan2 a (tanoe 2 cot o4 + 1)

Lcot 0 4 (1 -tan 0 2 tan 03) - tanZ a tan e 3 (tan 0 2 cot 84 + i)j
The corresponding input impedance is:

1 + S.
in = = -jtan

21 -tanoe 2 tan o 3 + tan a (tanG 2

cotoe 4 (1 -tanoe 2 tanoe 3 ) -tan a tanoe 3

cotoe + 1)

(tan 0 2 cot 04 + 1)j

The solution for case A is given in the following table:

Termination at
Port 2

j tan nr /4

j tan w /4

j tan /4

j tan /4

-j tan TT/4

-j tan ir/4

-j tan n /4
-j tan , /4

Termination at
Port 3

jcot n /8

j cot n /8

-j cot n /8

-j cot Tr/8

j cot 1/8

j cot n /8

-j cot Tr/8

-j cot Tr/8

Termination at
Port 4

tan 71w16

-j tan 7 2/16

jtan 7Tr/16

-j tan 73/16

j tan 72/16

-j tan 72/16

j tan 72/16

-j tan 7w /16

Input Impedance
at Port 1

-j cot n /16

-j cot 3rr/16

-j tan 3 2/16

-j tan n /16

j tan ,r/16

jtan 3rr/16

j cot 3rr/16

j cot Tr/16

with tan2 a = cos [r/4cos [2 /8]. This describes a 3. 63 db coupler. A realization of
this circuit is shown in figure 2-41lB. The solution for Case B is given in the table
below, and its circuit realization is figure 2-41C.
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Termination at '
Port 2

j1i

jii

ji

j1

-ji

-ji

-jii

-jii

Termination at
Port 3

-j. 5456

-j. 5456

ji. 8328

ji. 8328

-j. 5456

-j. 5456

ji. 8328

j1. 8328

Termination at
Port 4

-j2. 7432

j. 3645

-j2. 7432

j. 3645

-j2. 7432

j.3645

-j2. 7432

j.3645

Input Impedance
at Port 1

j tan n /16

-j cot 3 ir/16

-j tan 3 2/16

j cot n /16

-j tan Tr/16

j cot 3 a /16

j tan 3 a /16

-j cot ,T/16

with tan2 a = . 5412 corresponding to a 4. 54 db coupler.

An interesting side-result obtained from equation (76) shows that a 2-bit
reflection coefficient can be generated with a 3-db coupler and 2 diodes. Letting cot
o 2 = 0 and tan2

a= 1 in that equation gives

tan 84 - cot 03

Zin ~ 23

The terminations are given in the following table.

Input Reflection Factor
at Port 1

Input Impedance
at Port 1

Termination at
Port 3

Termination at
Port 4

-j tan w/8

-j tan 3 a/8

+j tan 3 w/8

+j tan Tr/8

When port 2 is terminated in an open circuit,
the following schedule applies:

and cot e 2 = ca, tan2 a = 1 (3-db coupler)

z. 2
Zin " 5cot og- tan e 3
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Input Reflection Factor Input Impedance Termination at Termination at
at Portl1 at Portl1 Port 3 Port 4

-e-j tan 7/8 -j- j 2[12

-ej / -j tan 3 Tr/8 1 j 2']

-ej 5 x /4 ~ +j tan 3 Tr/8 -j 2-j 2fi

-e7iT /4 +j tan l /8 - f

This completes the development of the various one-port impedances which
can be switched among preset values. They provide the means of obtaining variable
directional couplers which can change the amplitude tapers across the feed elements.
They are also used to provide independent control of the phase gradients among the feed
elements.

5. Variable Feed Network for Beam Scanning
The work to be discussed here is based on a hexagonal feed array, as shown

in figure 2-42. However, the ideas can be easily adapted to arrays having other forms
of symmetry. (As discussed in Section IIB). The hexogonal array has six-fold
symmetries and a network configuration as shown in figure 2-43 is applicable. Rings of
feed elements equally spaced from the center always have at least 6 elements or integral
multiplies of 6 elements. Thus the network form shown in figure 2-35 is still applicable.
However, to obtain beam scanning networks B, C, -- - must now contain variable
elements. Each primary network (B, C, --- ) delivers power to six feed elements that
are equally spaced from the center.

Beam scanning involves two degrees of motion of the beam center. It moves
a distance, r, from the center and an angle e about a horizontal axis (see insert in
figure 2-42). The power division among the secondary networks is a function of the
distance r and is regulated by network A. The movement with e for a fixed value of r is
governed by the primary networks. Because of the 6-fold symmetries involved 6 voltage
distributions are needed and they are of the form shown in the following table where
"position" relates to the feed element to which the peak voltage has been moved. This
distribution is typical for the B network.

B Network Distribution Table

Position 2 3 4 5 6 7

Feed No. 2 a p p y 8

Feed No. 3 p ax y 13 8 y

Feed No. 4 13 y 8 13 p

Feed No. 5 y 13 8 a y 13

Feed No. 6 y- 8 1 y a 13

Feed No. 7 8 y y 13 13
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The amplitudes may be normalized so that cr2 +2 22 + 2 y2+ a2 =1
Similarly, networks C, D, -- - have the same form except that a , 3 , y and a have dif-
ferent values. (Note that for beam focusing a = = y= a ). The distributions given
above are generally not orthonormal and must be obtained by variable networks. Because
of the symmetries evident in the above table the network shown in figure 2-44 is
recommended because it will require a low number of switching operations. Each coupler
must be capable of taking on 3 different coupling values. It should be noted that an array
utilizing 8-fold symmetries would require couplers to take on 4 different coupling values
and more efficiently utilizes the switching elements. This follows since 2 diodes in a
variable impedance network can produce 4 different states and the variable coupler will
provide 4 values.

The network shown in figure 2-44 inherently has the necessary symmetries.
Couplers a, b and c change to accommodate positions 2, 4, and 5 and couplers d, e and f
provide the intermediate positions.

In practice this circuit may provide difficulties in construction due to the ring
circuit and an open ended network which requires additional diodes may be more desirable.
Figure 2-45 gives a network of this form. This network requires 5 variable couplers.
Let each coupler have a U-matrix of the form

U4 = (k =a, b, c,d, e) (79)

These networks will give phase values of 0 or 1r. As discussed previously, variable
phase shifters may be required to produce the required element phase of excitation.
These phase shifters also will be used to compensate for non-ideal phase shifts introduced
by the couplers and connecting line lengths.

It is possible now to specify the values that each coupler must take on in
order to move the beam.

To achieve position 2 in the foregoing table

a2 c2 = a

a2 d 1-c2 _
2

S1-a2 b2 d2 = 80

d 1-a2 2 2Y2 e2 =

S1-a 2 2~ 1-b2 ~ - 2 2
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The notation a2 means coupling ratio (k) of coupler (a) for beam position 2. Solving
equation (80) gives

S2 2
a - a -Is

c2 2
b= 2 2

d =
2 ~ 2 2

I + fyi

2 2
fyi + 161

Similarly:

a3= a2

a- f 2 + f 2 = a5

a5 2 + 2 =a

For coupler b:

3= =2 b =1 a2~ 162 b6 = b =[ ff 2  2
312 4- I - fyi - 2a y
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For coupler C:

c4 =
2 2

C4 =

1!2 2

5! 2 +2~

For coupler d:

d=
3 1I 2 +l 2

d = __ ___

a!2+ Is

d5
a2+ !s2

d =
6 2+ A 2

d = I
7 2i~ i2
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For coupler e:

eJ =

e=

412 + K! 2

e6 !!2+ MI2

It is seen that while couplers a and b take on 3 values, couplers c, d, and e must take on
6 values.

To return to figure 2-43, each of the primary networks (B, C, --- ) has the
same form and only the values a, p , y and 8 will change.

The form of the variable coupler is shown in figure 2-39 where ; 1' and g 2
are variable terminating one port reactances of the types already described. Some
consideration has been given to the building of the variable one-ports. Figures 2-46 and
2-47 show a design for the one-port given in figure 2-41C.

These designs complete the work done in synthesizing feed systems for
beam focusing and scanning. Other functions such as fan-shaped beams and distortion
compensated beams can be realized by a combination of the techniques thus far derived.
In addition, it is evident that the other functions could be synthesized by combining input
ports in a processing network consisting for example of power divider networks. For
example, a fan beam may be synthesized by judicious combination of the proper scan
beam input ports.
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SECTION III

FEED-ANTENNA PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. SUMMARY

This phase of the study was concerned with determining theoretically the
effect of varying the feed array parameters and its aperture illumination function upon
the performance of a reflector antenna. An equivalent focal length parabolic reflector
approximation to a Cassegrain system was used as the model for these calculations.
The analysis was based on a hexagonal feed array distributed in the focal plane centered
along the reflector's geometric axis (as in figure 2-10A). The primary illumination
function Ef consisted of an Airy function of the form J1 (v) /v By varying the number
of Airy rings along with the number of feed elements used to synthesize them, the
granularity of the feed was varied. Thus, actual design curves of the system's per-
formance as a function of the feed parameters were generated.

The performance parameters that were investigated included spillover,
efficiency, sidelobe levels and beamwidth. The feed parameters that were varied
included the array dimensions, the number of Airy rings synthesized, the number of
elements in the array and the phase applied to each array element. Also, results were
generated for cases with a random phase error applied to the feed array elements.
This included the effects for both a uniform and a normal distribution of phase errors.
Thus, what this study phase has determined is the theoretical optimum feed array size
for a given illumination function in terms of the reflector antenna efficiency and spillover
loss. Ultimately these results can be applied to improve the areas of high gain, high
resolution, low noise temperature, and focusing.

The analysis was divided into four parts consisting of:

1. evaluation of the primary feed illumination function

2. evaluation of secondary far field characteristics

3. effects of phase curvature applied to the feed

4. effects of random feed phase errors.

All calculations were performed by a computer program written expressly for this
study. Controlled by the input data, the program set up the proper array geometry and
illumination from which the aperture and thence the secondary fields were calculated.
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B. ANA LYSIS PROGRAM

1. Basis of Calculations

The analysis was performed for a Cassegrain system. An equivalent focal
length parabolic geometry was used to simulate the Cassegrainian geometry in order to
avoid a double diffraction analysis which in itself would introduce unwanted computa-
tional errors. It was felt that this simplification was warranted since it is desired here
to find the relationship between feed granularity and antenna performance, which is, in
effect, the same for both geometries. The basis for this approximation was essentially
verified with experimental work performed in the focal region as discussed in Section I.

For the equivalent parabolic geometry the same size aperture is used as with
the Cassegrainian geometry but the focal length is now given by Fe = MF where M is the
magnification factor of the Cassegrain system and F is its parabola's focal length.
Figure 3-1 shows the system geometry and the various system parameters.

To simplify the calculations the reflector's surface field was calculated on
a spherical surface centered at the focal point and passing through the vertex of the
equivalent paraboloid. The reflector aperture field was then found from a geometric
transformation which included any dispersion factors. For dish diameters, focal
lengths and feed sizes used this as a valid approximation.

The basic array equation used to calculate the feed array's field S(e , e )
is given in its general form as

S(o, ) =E (e , ,) x A(n) ejQn ekli-r

n=1

where

E(, o, ) is the array element factor

A(n) is the element amplitude function

Q(n) is the element phase function

rn is the radial distance to the element

r is the distance from the array to the field point

From this the aperture field was calculated making the assumption that the
field was symmetrical in , . This was shown also to be a valid assumption from the
results of special computer program runs. Finally, the secondary far field pattern
g( e') was calculated utilizing the equation

2r
x 1

g(e') = 2 f f(r) Jo (ur) r dr (2)
0
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where

f(r) is the aperture distribution

J0 (ur) is the zero order Bessel polynomial

r is the normalized aperture radius

u = sin e'

o ' is the angle off boresight

Dx is the dish diameter in wavelengths

2. Evaluation of the Primary Feed Illumination Function

Diffraction Characteristics

In setting up the feed array diffraction equation, given in its general form
by (1), a Fresnel zone approximation was made for the distance term. This results in
the following expression:

2

l'- rn . r - rn sin e cos (,- e n) + +n L -sin2 8 cos2 ( ~ n)J (3)

The amplitude term used was an Airy function of the form 2J1 (v )/o where v = TrDrn/Fe.
Theoretically, this is the transfer function in the focal region of an aperture illuminated
with a uniform plane wave.

In developing the proper element factor E (0, ,) there are two considerations.
The first one being the individual element pattern and the second being the array element
pattern. Circular waveguide elements arranged in hexagonal symmetry were assumed
to be the radiators. For a feed array of a given size, made up of small radius ele-
ments, the element factor is approximately JNcos T. On the otherhand, if the array
consists of only a few elements of large radius, the element factor approaches that of
an isolated element which is of the form J1 (k - re - sin 8 )/k - re - sin e where re is
the element radius. Thus, in actuality, the element factor is a combination of these
two factors and is given by:

E()=2 cs J1 (K re- sin e)/K -r-sin e (4)

Before the final form of the diffraction equation could be obtained a coor-
dinate system for the array geometry was established. Figure 3-2 shows the one
finally selected. The coordinate system goes from 1 to M along the in-axis and from 1
to L along the #-axis. The center coordinate of the array is given as (mc, Ec) where
mc = (M+1)/2 and (c = (L+1)/2. Utilizing this coordinate system along with the fact that
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= (m- m) r'x+f6 (# 4c)r ay and

r =F e- u- "x e Fe a cosoeaz

where u = sin o sin , and v = sin o cos , , the final form of the diffraction equation is
obtained:

24cosGeJ1 (K -re-sinOe) L M (wD~ reijmil - kre((m -mc)u +'13 ({ - c~v
S(o, g) = I J -- - e

K - re -sin 0 {=i m= 1  \A eI (5)

krn~ Kre 2
j -- j - ((in - me u+dfi (4 cf 3

x e 2 Fe e 2 Fe m) )

where

rn = mr =\I(m -mc)2 + 3(,-4c)2

Calculations and Results

From the diffraction equation the field on the (spherical) surface, and the
spillover ratio for various reflector and feed parameters were calculated. The follow-
ing cases were investigated:

1. Focal length to Diameter ratio (Fe/D) = 2 with D = 100 X

a) Airy disc synthesized (NA = 1)

b) Airy disc plus first Airy ring synthesized (NA = 2)

c) Airy disc plus first two Airy rings synthesized (NA = 3)

2. Focal length to diameter ratio (Fe/D) = 3 with D = 10OOX

a) Airy disc synthesized (NA = 1)

b) Airy disc plus first Airy ring synthesized (NA = 2)

c) Airy disc plus first two Airy rings synthesized (NA = 3)

For each case the number and size of the elements in the feed array was
varied. The input parameter used to vary the number of elements was the ratio of the
Airy disc radius to the feed element radius (RNA1/re). Since, for any given case, the
size of the Airy disc as well as the array is fixed, by varying this ratio the size of the
elements are varied. Thus, since the feed array is always completely filled, the num-
ber of elements in the array are then varied. The radius, R, of the feed array is
determined by the relation
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R = aNA Fe X/D

where aNA is given by the NAth solution (NA = 1, 2, 3,..) to the equation

2 J(1aNA)o

and NA is the number of Airy rings plus Airy disc synthesized.

As a limiting constraint to determine the outermost row of elements, a
rule was set up that included in the array any element with at least 75 percent of its
diameter within the boundary determined by the feed array radius. This is a practical
rule in that it allows for maximum efficient filling of the array. In the analysis, only
those cases in which the edge of the outermost elements were tangent to the feed array
boundary were used. This was done so that for each case maximum filling of the array
was obtained without exceeding the array's boundary.

The results for each case are given in figures 3-3 through 3-8. These
figures show curves of one minus the spillover ratio (1 - Sr) plotted against the number
of elements in the feed array. From these curves it can be seen that as Fe/D is
changed the variation of the spillover ratio does not change significantly for constant
NA. The only noticeable difference is that for the larger Fe/D ratio a finer granularity
is necessary to reach the plateau at which the spillover ratio levels off. This can be
attributed to the fact that for the same granularity larger elements are required for the
larger Fe/D ratios. Thus, the element factor, which is dependent upon element size,
has a different effect for each Fe/D. As the element size gets sufficiently small its
effect on the element factor becomes negligible. Also shown on these curves is the dish
gain factor which will be discussed in the next section.

Throughout this analysis circular symmetry in e was assumed. This
simplified many of the calculations since all that had to be calculated for each run was
a simple line cut across the dish surface. In order to verify this the field was calculated
for cuts of QO and 9Q0 for several cases. Figures 3-9 to 3-12 show the result and from
them it can be seen the assumption is a valid one since the two cuts do not differ for
each case.

For each case curves of the field amplitude and phase across the dish sur-
face were plotted for various granularities. Theoretically, the field should approach
uniform amplitude and phase as more of the Airy function is synthesized. Typical
results for each case are shown in figures 3-13 through 3-18. It is easily seen that as
the number of Airy rings synthesized is increased the closer uniform aperture ampli-
tude is approached.

3. Evaluation of Secondary Far Field Characteristics

Diffraction Characteristics

For convenience, the primary field on the spherical surface was calculated
in equal increments of sin e . This simplified the numerical integration. Thus, from
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the first part of the analysis S(e ) - a sin o was obtained. For the calculation of the
secondary far field pattern the aperture distribution was needed. As was stated before
a simple transformation was used to obtain the aperture distribution. Figure 3-19 is a
diagram of the system layout and shows the physical significance of the variables used
in the analysis.

For a parabolic surface, p , the distance from the focal point to a point on
the parabolic surface is given as

p = Fe sec2 () (6

Now, r, the normalized radial distance, to a point on the aperture is given as

r=psin o 7

where a is the aperture radius. Combining these two equations results in the expression

r=Fe se2 ) sin e 2F 0a { (8)

Taking the derivative with respect to sin o finally results in

Fe sec2 (e sno
dr=a cos 0 9

Going back to the general expression for the secondary far field (equation (2)) and
substituting in for r and dr results in the final expression used to calculate the sec-
ondary pattern:

sinD 4FeD
8e2  rs( ) J (4 'ke tan -sinoe ) tanoed (sin) (10)

g(o') = 82(1+coso 2

Calculations and Results

Taking the same cases for which the spillover ratios were calculated, the
dish gain factor and efficiency of the overall feed-reflector combination were also
calculated. For a parabolic reflector the gain factor is given as
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G = cot2 D
e D 2f(gf(e) tanA) deJ (11)

where gf(e ) is the feed pattern which is normalized in that

IQ gf(o) dQa 42 (12)

wheregf(e )-=K 2  g(9 ) 2

Assuming the feed function to be entirely contained within the included angle
of the dish 0 D, S( o) = 0 for e > e D- (This assumption is later adjusted for in the
efficiency calculation.) Therefore substituting back into (12) yields

/27 
e D

fi/ K2 S) 2 sin o de dp = 42

or

2 2K-=

f D S2) sin e do

Substituting this back into (11) and modifying it to account for the field being calculated
in increments of sin e, the final expression becomes

sin 0
~.IJL

2
5(e) d(sin e )1+cos e

sineD 2J S(e) I tan e d(sin e)

The overall
one minus the spillover
the gain factor.

efficiency was calculated as the product of the gain factor and
loss (1 - 5 r). This compensates for the assumption made for

Looking at curves of the gain factor for each cast (figures 3-3 through 3-8)
it can be seen that for the two different values of Fe/D investigated, it does not vary
for cases with the same NA. What it is effected by, though, is the granularity by which
the feed function is being sampled. This is shown by the fluctuations in the curves for
NA = 2 and NA = 3. These are caused by elements lying in the null(s) of the feed
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function resulting in inefficient illumination of the dish. As the granularity becomes
fine enough the gain factor levels off.

As for the efficiency, figures 3-20 and 3-21 show it plotted as a function of
the ratio of the Airy disc radius to the feed element radius for all cases with Fe/D
values of 2 and 3, respectively. Figures 3-22 and 3-23 are plots of efficiency versus
the number of elements in the array plotted on a log scale. These curves can be used
for the actual design of an optimum feed array for a given synthesization of the Airy
function. It can be seen that efficiencies over 92 percent were calculated neglecting any
feed blockage effects.

Theoretically, for an Airy function, 83.8 percent of its energy is in its
main lobe, 7. 2 percent in its first ring and 2.8 percent in its second ring. Thus the
maximum efficiencies that can be expected are 83.8 percent, 91.0 percent and 93.8
percent for NA = 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Table 1 gives the calculated maximum
value of efficiency of each case for the two values of Fe/D used.

Table 1

NA IDEAL Fe/D = 2 Fe/D = 3

1 83.8% 82. 6% 83. 6%

2 { 10 89.8% 90. 3%
3 93.8%___ 92. 2% 92. 5%

As the value of Fe/D is increased (keeping D constant) the efficiency
approaches the ideal. This can be attributed to the fact that as the focal length gets
larger the results approach that obtained from the Fraunhofer diffraction approximation
from which the ideal efficiencies are calculated.

For each combination of Fe/D and NA used a typical secondary far field
pattern was calculated. Figures 3-24 through 3-29 show the resulting plots. Table 2
summarizes the beamwidth and sidelobe levels obtained.

Table 2

Fe/D D/X NA # Elem. RNA=1/re B. W. 1st Sidelobe

2 100 1 19 5.0 0.6760 -25 db

2 100 2 55 4.5 0.5840 -17.6db

2 100 3 121 4. 6 0. 5960 -18 db

3 100 1 19 5.0 0.6760 -25 db

3 100 2 55 4.5 0.5840 -17.6 db

3 100 3 121 4. 6 0. 5960 -18 db
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Theoretically, for a uniformly illuminated aperture lOOX in diameter, the
first sidelobe peak level is 17. 6 db and the beamwidth is 0.5840. Combining these
results with the dish surface field results, it is easily seen that as more of the Airy
function is synthesized the better the agreement is with the theoretical results. There
is no noticeable difference in the secondary patterns for the two different values of
Fe/D used. The low sidelobe level and higher value of beamwidth calculated for
NA = 1 is due to the fact that synthesizing just the Airy disc results in an aperture
distribution with about a 10 db taper.

4. Effects of Phase Curvature Applied to Feed

Previous experimental results indicated that an optimum feed phase
curvature exists for which the reflector aperture phase error is minimized (see refer-
ence 4). An investigation was performed to determine the effects of varying the feed's
phase curvature on the overall system performance. Essentially, what this entailed was
adding a phase term ejm to the feed array equation in which the radius of a spherical
surface of constant phase was made variable. From figure 3-30 it can be seen how
such a term was derived.

Taking Rc as the radius of phase curvature given in focal length units, a
conversion to wavelength units is necessary. In terms of system parameters used,
this is given as

Rc = RC (F)e /

The phase length in wavelengths that must be added to each element's illumination (ii)
is then given as

A = Rc 1 L + -2 1

and the phase term now becomes

Thus, for Rc =+ c an equiphase planar surface is obtained. For Rc positive
an equiphase spherical surface concave in the opposite direction of the reflector surface
is obtained and for Rc negative an equiphase spherical surface concave in the same
direction as the reflector surface is obtained. Detail results were generated for two
cases. The parameters for each case were

1) Fe/D = 3, NA = 2 and 55 elements

2) Fe/D = 3, NA = 3 and 121 elements
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In each case the radius of phase curvature was varied and the efficiency
calculated. The curves shown in figures 3-31 and 3-32 are the respective results.
For both cases, a maximum efficiency is obtained for Rc = 1.0. Upon further inves-
tigation it was determined that the phase variation across the aperture is minimized
when a radius of phase curvature equal to -1.0 is applied across the feed elements.
Results for all six major cases with Rc = -1.0 are shown in figures 3-33 through 3-38.
It is seen that in every case the phase variation is essentially zero and comparing the
overall efficiency for each case with that calculated for Rc = co shows that a maximum
is reached with Rc = -1.0. Table 3 gives a comparison of results for each case.

Table 3

Fe/D , D/X NA # Elems. Rc =m Rc =-1.0

2 100 1 19 81.1% 81.1%

2 100 2 55 88. 1% 88. 3%

2 100 3 121 90.6% 91.2%

3 100 1 19 82.7% 82.7%

3 100 2 55 89. 5% 89. 9%

3 100 3 121 91.5% 92.9%

Again it is noticed that as the Fe/D value increases, a higher value of efficiency is
obtained.

Runs were made for an Fe/D value of three with D/X = 200 in order to
investigate the effect of a larger dish diameter. The radius of phase curvature was set
at -1.0 and the efficiency was calculated for NA = 1, 2 and 3 using 19, 55 and 121 feed
elements, respectively. Results identical to those obtained for D/X = 100 were
obtained. This indicated that for the Fe/D value used the dish diameter had essentially
no effect.

5. Effects of Random Feed Phase Errors

In the actual operation of a transverse feed array various phase errors can
be anticipated in the combined feed-network-radiator system. These can include
tolerance and line length errors which have a normal distribution as well as truncation
errors due to digital phase shifters in variable networks which would produce a uniform
distribution. In order to determine the effect of these errors on the overall performance
an investigation was performed in which the effects of the two different random distribu-
tions (uniform and normal) was determined. The computer program was modified to
include a random generator routine from which the phase errors were determined. This
routine made provisions for use of both a uniform and normal distribution. All that had
to be specified was the distribution desired along with its rms value. As a typical case
an Fe/D value of two with NA = 2 was used with 55 elements in the feed array. The
efficiency as well as the secondary far field patterns were calculated for various rms
values of random phase error for both distributions. The variation of efficiency with
rms phase error is plotted in figure 3-39 for both cases. The plot shows that the
efficiency decreases as the phase error increases which is to be expected.
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The variation of the beamwidth and first sidelobe peak level are given in
Tables 4 and 5 for the uniform distribution and the normal distribution, respectively.

Table 4

UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM PHASE ERROR

rms (db)
Phase Error Efficiency Beamwidth Sidelobes

0 88.3% 0.5840 -17.6

3.20 87.9% 0.5840 -17.2

8.70 86.0% 0.5840 -17.0

17.30 86.3% 0.5840 -17.2

260 76. 5% 0. 5730 -16. 7

T able 5

NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM PHASE ERROR

rms (db)

Phase Error Efficiency Beamwidth Sidelobes

0 88.3% 0.5840 -17.6

3.20 88.0% 0.5960 -17.5

8. 70 86. 4% 0. 5960 -17. 3

17.30 83.9% 0.6190 -18.0

260 79. 7% 0. 6190 -18. 2

From these results it appears that two different effects are encountered by
each distribution. For the uniform distribution the prevalent effect seems to be a
narrowing of the beamwidth and an increase in sidelobe level while for the normal
distribution the prevalent effect is reflected in a broadening of the beamwidth and a
decrease in sidelobe level. On the whole though the effects on the overall performance
are not that great resulting in only about a 5 percent change in the secondary pattern
characteristics and about a 12 percent change in the efficiency for a 260 rms random
phase error. This is probably larger than the largest phase error distribution that may
be encountered in a practical system.
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Figure 3-8. Spillover and Gain Factor Variation (Fe/D = 3, NA = 3)
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Figure 3-9. Aperture Amplitude and Phase <p = 00 (Fe/D = 2, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-10. Aperture Amplitude and Phase q> = 9Q0 (Fe/D = 2, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-11. Aperture Amplitude and Phase o' = 0O (Fe/D = 2, NA = 3)
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Figure 3-12. Aperture Amplitude and Phase <p= 9O0 (Fe/D =2, NA =3)
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Figure 3-15. Aperture Amplitude and Phase (Fe/D = 2, NA = 3)
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Figure 3-16. Aperture Amplitude and Phase (Fe/D = 3, NA = 1)
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Figure 3-17. Aperture Amplitude and Phase (Fe/D = 3, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-18. Aperture Amplitude and Phase (Fe/D = 3, NA = 3)
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Figure 3-21. Efficiency vs. Granularity (Fe/D = 3)
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Figure 3-24. Secondary Field Pattern (Fe/D = 2, NA = 1)
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Figure 3-25. Secondary Field Pattern (Fe/D = 2, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-26. Secondary Field Pattern (Fe/D = 2, NA = 3)
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Figure 3-27. Secondary Field Pattern (Fe/D = 3, NA = 1)
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Figure 3-28. Secondary Field Pattern (Fe/D = 3, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-31. Efficiency vs. Radius of Phase Curvature (Fe/D = 3, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-32. Efficiency vs. Radius of Phase Curvature (Fe/D = 3, NA =3)
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Figure 3-33. Aperture Amplitude and Phase RC = -1. 0 (Fe/D = 2, NA = 1)
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Figure 3-34. Aperture Amplitude and Phase RC = -1.0 (Fe/D = 2, NA = 2)
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Figure 3-35. Aperture Amplitude and Phase RC = -1. 0 (Fe/D = 2, NA = 3)
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Figure 3-37. Aperture Amplitude and Phase RC = -1.0 (Fe/D = 3, NA = 2)
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SECTION IV

CONCLUSIONS

Results of both the empirical and theoretical investigations conducted on
transverse focal plane feeds and their associated networks have shown that this tech-
nique can provide a highly effective means for improving antenna electrical character-
istics and also achieving hitherto unobtainable flexibility in reflector system per-
formance. Although the studies here have concentrated upon systems which utilize a
paraboloid as a main focusing device, and in particular the Cassegrain type, there
seems to be no inherent limitations which would exclude other reflector configurations
such as the Gregorian, parabolic cylinder and spherical types. In addition the
transverse focal feed concept could be extended to any focusing system and may in the
future find applicability in multiplate and multiple beam optically fed phased arrays.
The complexity and form of such feed systems may vary considerably depending upon
the application and the degrees of freedom desired.

As regards the particular type of reflector system which received emphasis
here, it would seem that a strong feature is its ability to provide, from one assembly, a
family of aberration corrected and highly efficient beams. Considering that these
beams are formed by networks in which each of the multiple input ports is related to a
specific feed voltage distribution and therefore to one member of the family of beams,
synthesis of complex beams is possible. Shaped beams such as the beavertail, cosecant
squared, fanned beam, or sub-sets of simultaneous lobe (monopulse) beams are all
possible by further pre-processing of the network inputs in power division on combining
circuits.

The networks study portion of this program has indicated the form of new
types of passive fixed networks which are amenable to producing scanned beams and
variable width beams (focused beams). The first is the type which can be used to create
a cluster of beams and involves focal feed field distributions which can be thought of as
being shifted within the focal plane while simultaneously being modified to correct for
off-axis beam aberrations. The second type involves networks which provide radially
symmetrical field distributions in the focal plane. In general, to achieve a lossless
reciprocal passive network in either case requires that the sets of voltages which form
the focal field distributions satisfy an orthonormal criterion. This condition implies
therefore that to achieve a lossless network it can not be possible to simulate exactly
all of the focal field distributions which exist and approximate field matching is nec-
essary. It has further been concluded that because of the inherent different symmetries
of the two types of networks (those for scanned beams and those for variable width
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beams) the implementation of a feed system which strives to simultaneously achieve
them both is not practical. This does not rule out however the synthesis method if it
provides the performance desired through addition of a combining network as pre-
viously mentioned.

The techniques needed to design variable feed networks which contain active
type elements (phasing devices) have been developed and provides a means for obtaining
the non-orthogonal field distributions needed for beam focusing, scanning, and special
shaped beams. Applicable variable couplers have been evolved for integration into
such variable feed networks.

The analysis of the performance presented in Section III has provided a
guide to the antenna's capability in terms of practical feed design constraints. Of
significance is the fact that feed simulation of more than the main Airy disk and first
ring is relatively ineffectual in improving aperture efficiency and spillover. This is to
be expected considering the relatively small amount of focal field energy contained out-
side the first Airy ring. The second factor of note is the relatively coarse sampling
tolerable before the plateau or point of diminishing return in performance is obtained.
For reflectors with 100 wavelength apertures with an F/D of two, a feed element radii
of 1/3 the radius of the main Airy disk would provide satisfactory performance. As
the F/D increases, the Airy disk increases and the feed element factor comes into
play. A 0. 7 wavelength diameter element represents a practical limit for granularity
and establishes the criteria as the Airy disk size becomes large in terms of the operating
wavelength.

As regards possible future areas of investigation, it is felt that the following
could prove valuable in further extending the transverse feed concept. Of prime
importance is to refine the analysis techniques with which to define the focal field
distributions for double reflector systems such as the Cassegrain or Gregorian types.
With the exception of the on-axis beam cases, present analysis methods can only be
considered as fair in terms of providing correlation to the actual focal field distribu-
tions. In connection with this, methods need to be developed which establish the focal
plane field distributions for other than simple beams generated by planar aperture
distributions. This will require a translation of far field patterns into a corresponding
reflector aperture distribution which in turn is needed to establish the focal plane
distribution. This would then provide an alternative basis for feed and network design
opposed to relying upon empirical methods or synthesis processes if indeed the
constituent focal distributions for this latter technique are definable.

Another area of interest would be the applicability of the feed and circuits
analysis to focal fed parabolas with short focal length, spherical reflectors, and line
source fed reflectors. For the first two types, the polarization variation in the focal
plane and its effect upon the feed and network designs needs investigation.

Lastly, to firmly establish the feasibility of the network designs, a model
network and focal feed array should be built and tested. This should be coupled with an
analysis of feed network losses and tolerances versus complexity and cost. The
variable type feed systems are recommended in lieu of a fixed passive type because of
the greater flexibility and potential which it affords.
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